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Item Name Description Currency Unit Price

African Grass Mat - One mat can 
be split in two

African Grass Mat Natural - handmade in Northern KwaZulu Natal, South Africa using naturally 
harvested grass. NB! these grass mats are handmade by rural weavers using traditional methods 
and the below quoted size may vary bigger or smaller. DIMENSIONS: LENGTH VARIES BETWEEN 
180 CM & 200 CM. WIDTH VARIES BETWEEN 80 CM & 95 CM.

USD 12

AIR CUSHIONED ALL BLACK 
"KAGE" Tabi

This model is not just another common pair of Jika Tabi only with black sole, this model have 
inside an Air Capsule and was made having in mind all the good point of others Jika Tabi and 
improved by these features: All black sole with internal Air capsule Anatomically designed sole 
with arch support Reinforced stitching all over the instep Extra double layered reinforced at the 
tip, heel and sides 12 Kohaze (Traditional metal clasp) with 4 adjust widths lines

USD 87

ALL BLACK JIKA TABI "KAGE"

KAGE is not just another common pair of Jika Tabi only with black sole, this model was made 
having in mind all the good points of others Jika Tabi and improved by these features: Extremely 
soft and flexible BLACK sole Original sole pattern design, improving the grip of the sole 
Anatomically designed sole with arch and extra heel support Reinforced stitching all over the 
instep Extra double layered reinforced at the tip, heel and sides 7 Kohaze (traditional metal 
clasp) with 4 adjust widths lines

USD 67

ALL PURPOSE SHINAI
Comes with all leather fittings. This model is preferred among beginners, or intermediate 
practitioners for the combination of the good quality and the reasonable price

USD 37

Basic Iaido Gi Regular Sleeve
This Iaido Gi features the chest-seaming, well-known in Japan as Okumi, which prevents the Gi 
getting disheveled and keep the shape and the silhouette beautiful. As such, the Gi doesn't 
require himo (cord) outside or inside of the Gi for tying. 

USD 48

Basic Iaido Set
This Basic Iaido Gi and Hakama set for beginners includes a Basic polyester Iaido Gi and a Basic 
Tetron Hakama at a great price! This complete uniform set also includes a Juban and Iaido Obi 
making this a complete 4 piece set! 

USD 198

Basic Tetron Hakama
This basic quality Tetron® Hakama is made of durable polyester/rayon blend fabric. It is suitable 
for Kendo, Iaido and Naginata starters. Available in Black, Navy, and White.

USD 50

Black Cotton Tabi
This is black Tabi with black soles for Iaido or Kyudo. It can also be used with traditional 
Japanese Kimono clothing. Features 65% polyester, 35% cotton (black) Lining: 100% cotton 
(white) Sole: 100% cotton (black) 4 clasps Made in Japan

USD 42

Brown Canvas Bogu Bag Brown Canvas Bogu Bag in traditional fashion, available in adult and children size USD 28

Color-Fixed Single-Layered Kendo 
Gi

This Color-fixed Single-layered Kendo Gi is made with a single layered orizashi cotton fabric that 
has been color-fixed and pre-washed, making it practical for everyday practice and 
recommended for beginners.

USD 48

Cotton Juban
Juban is an underwear shirt for Iaido. 100% cotton, it not only adding to you outlook by neatly 
showing under your Gi, but is also a very comfortable addition during training.

USD 35

Cotton Shobu Bogu Bag Deluxe
Each corner of the bottom is reinforced with the durable synthetic leather. Large enough for one 
adult size Bogu set. Approximate Size: L40cmxH52cmxW28cm Made in Japan!

USD 26

Deluxe 5mm Machine-Stitched 
Kote MOKKEI

Each pair of MOKKEI is handmade by the Japanese Kote craftsman in Iwate prefecture and many 
practitioners chose MOKKEI as the best pair for competition as well as for practice because of 
it's flexible wrist and the comfort of wearing it, being handmade. 

USD 193

DELUXE CUSHIONED SEIZA TABI
This unique and original Naka Tabi was designed having in mind Seiza and our customers 
requests, therefore, we made the whole instep discreetly padded with cotton, reducing the 
nuisance and pain caused by the direct contact with the floor.

USD 43

Deluxe Pitch Orizashi Kendo 
Bogu Armor Set

This Deluxe Pitch Orizashi Kendo Bogu is a great example of triple threat, that is, an excellent 
shock absorption, simple yet cool looking and completely comfortable to wear

USD 300



Deluxe Sword Maintenance Kit Each box contains Uchiko powder, Choji oil, a set of Nuguigami paper. USD 40

Edo Zashi Kendo Gi A Traditional Edo Zashi style stitched patterned White/Black cotton Kendo Gi. Single-layered. USD 70

Essential Iaito Sword Carry Bag Simple yet solid carry bag for Japanese sword (Katana, Iaito...) up to 2.5 shaku USD 48

Extra Big Canvas Bogu Bag
Brown only. Each corner of the bottom is reinforced with the synthetic leather. Size: 
W30cmxL43cmxH54cm

USD 57

Extra Large Cotton Bokken Sack 
Shobu Pattern

This is a Extra Large Carrying Bag for Bokken, made with lightweight cotton fabric. This model is 
made to hold a set of a long and a short Bokken and will fit Bokken with a length up to 102cm ( 
approx 40"). Comes with a Shobu pattern. Size: 122x11,5x17cm

USD 20

General Shipping Combined shipping and extra taxes USD 100

Gold-mark Japanese Sword Case
Tozando is proud to introduce this premium synthetic leather "Gold Mark" case exclusively 
designed for Japanese swords (Iaito, Shinken). Designed by our craftsmen and Iaido experts, we 
believe it to be one of the most sturdy, practical and appealing sword carry case.

USD 120

Grooved Suburi Bokken Red Oak
This Grooved Suburi Bokken features a wide blade with a groove for excellent feedback during 
your Suburi training.

USD 73

Iaito Unsharpen Blade Training 
Katana Practice Samurai Sword 
for Iaido

This is the Iaito version of the Practical Katana. The sword has been created with the same 
exceptional quality as its predecessor but with an unedged Ha. The Iaito is the best and safest 
way to practice the Japanese sword arts, providing a feel that is similar to a live blade. The blade 
of the sword has been hand crafted from high carbon steel. The blade is full tang and comes 
unsharpened. The Tsuba has been constructed from blackened steel alloy in the classic sukashi 
kiku design . Blade: The blade has been hand crafted from high carbon steel

USD 140

Japanese Katana Basic Dojo Grade Top of the Line USD 500

Kyoto Suzaku Iaito Swords

Suzaku series Iaito looks, feels, and weighs the same as a live blade (Shinken). A big feature of 
our Suzaku blades is that they are not made from the usual sand casting method used for 
producing most imitation swords. Instead, we adopted a special reinforced GT metal blade made 
through highly precise gravity casting.

USD 625

Light Weight Compact Bogu Bag
Light and compact Bogu bag, good for Children's Bogu, but it's also possible to store a regular 
size Adult Bogu in it. Color available in black, navy and red Approximate size: 40 x 43.5 x 35cm

USD 56

Mitsuboshi Cool Light Kendo- 
Navy Blue

Mitsuboshi is a longstanding brand in the domestic Japanese market, founded in 1953, it is one 
of the oldest large Budo equipment makers around! Although maybe not very well known 
internationally due to their limited exposure oversea, they are known for high quality brand 
products such as the "MINE" Kendo Bogu and "FUJITAKA" Judogi.

USD 41

Nylon 3-Way Bogu Bag
Can be carried as a rucksack, a Boston bag or a shoulder bag. A water bottle pocket is attached 
on the side. Features 45x43x32cm Available in red, navy and black

USD 60

NYUMONSHA UNRYU KOSHIRAE 
IAITO

This Koshirae Nyumonsha, which literally means beginner, is perfect for those who have decided 
to start Iaido. Weight w/o the Saya: 900 g approx (2.45 Shaku) Blade: reinforced zinc, aluminium 
alloy* Hamon: Suguha Genuine Samegawa (ray skin) Tsukamaki (wrapping): 100% selected black 
cotton Mekugi peg: selected bamboo Saya: selected Ho wood Sageo: 100% selected black cotton 
Soft cloth sword bag is included Handmade in Gifu, JAPAN

USD 285

Octagonal Shape Furibo 2.5kg

The Octagonal Shaped Furibo 2.5kg is extremely heavy and should be used with great care. 
Suburi with a heavy Furibo is a excellent full body strengthening exercise. It improves one's 
sense of balance and stabilizes the center of gravity, which is a vital aspect when training 
Japanese martial arts. It also develops stable lower body and proper "tenouchi" or a grip 
required for every martial art style.

USD 260



Original Hello Kitty Canvas Bogu 
Bag

This Canvas Bogu Bag is a officially approved Hello Kitty product This Bogu bag is light and easy 
to take with you when going to your Dojo.

USD 80

Polyester Kendo Uniform Set - 
Limited

Searching for an affordable, good quality set that doesn't scream "cheap!" ? Why would 
beginners outfits look base or unpractical? Easy to upkeep, our polyester Gi and Hakama set has 
the outlook of a proper and neat Kendo set, with Indigo Sachiko Gi and neatly pleated Hakama, 
for a very sweet price.

USD 54

Practical Elite Katana by Paul 
Chen / CAS Hanwei

The Paul Chen Practical Katanas have always been at the forefront of providing economical yet 
functional swords to the martial arts cutting community. Designed for multiple cuts in normal 
targets, these Practical Elite Katanas combine the blade geometries and profiles of the 
Performance Series with the affordability of our Practical fittings. The blades are forged at CAS 
Hanwei in 1566 steel and differentially hardened in the traditional manner, producing an edge 
hardness of HRC60 and spine hardness of HRC40. The removeable handle is tightly wrapped in 
the tradtional style with imitation leather to provide a positive grip that will withstand years of 

USD 350

Standard Cotton Kaku ObI
aku Obi was originally designed for Kimono wear, and can be worn for both Budo (Iaido, 
Kyudo...) and as casual wear. Assortment of colours available - Beige, black, brown, navy, 
mustard, green and white

USD 36

Standard Isu Bokken Long
This Standard Isu Bokken is made of quality Isu wood which grows in southern Japan and 
features a flat spine and flat butt. This long model is recommended for Aikido and Koryu 
pracitioner for suburi and general paired contact kata practice. 

USD 38

Standard Red Oak Bokken
This Standard Red Oak Bokken is made of quality Japanese Red Oak (Akagashi) and features a 
flat spine and flat butt

USD 52

Standard White Oak Bokken
This bokken is handcrafted at a wooden weapon manufacturing workshop in Miyazaki 
prefecture, where most of Japanese bokken are produced. Made of one-piece, solid Japanese 
white oak (Shiragashi) from the southern Kyushu islands. 

USD 57

Synthetic Leather Carry Case for 
Bokken & Jo with Shoulder Stra

Very strong carry case bag for Bokken & Jo made in synthetic leather. This bag can fit 2x 2.41 
Shaku Jo and one bokken with tsuba at the same time. The special shaped bokken or Suburi 
Bokuto, which cannot fit in a standard Bokken bag, are fittable in this carry bag. Thanks to the 
shoulder strap, this carry bag is very easy to use. There is also a side pocket to put Tsuba or 
small things in. 

USD 65

Tenugui Towel 
Dynamic callgraphies are dyed on the 100% cotton towel. Color: white, navy, crimson. 33 x 100 
x 96 cm

USD 8

Tetron Kendo Hakama Navy Blue
This basic quality Tetron Hakama is made of durable polyester/rayon blend material and suitable 
for Kendo beginners. The Pleats are stitched on both the inside and the outside, to make this 
Hakama extremely easy to take care of, both for children and adults! 

USD 49

Toryumon Series Iaito Sword

Deluxe Practical Iaito - 'Toryumon'. Toryumon is a Tozando exclusive, and offers the perfect 
choice for those looking for the ultimate in practical efficiency and elegant design. In Japanese 
language the phrase Toryumon literally means 'Dragon Rising to the Gate', but is used to 
describe a person's 'gateway to success', or to describe them beginning a new challenge. 

USD 315

TRADITIONAL JIKA TABI

No need to say, the most popular and well know classic Jika Tabi model! Made of durable 100% 
black cotton canvas Reinforced stitching all around the Tabi Double layered reinforcement at 
the tip and heel Flexible rubber sole with a reinforced stitched heel 12 Kohaze (Traditional metal 
clasp) with 5 adjust widths lines

USD 36

Uchimizu Iaido Gi FURYU Kimono 
Sleeve

This Iaido Gi is perfect for intense summer practice, as it is light and soft, moisture wicking and 
quick-drying. Thanks to a new design, the Gi is tailored in a special way, taking advantage of the 
Kimono tailoring technique Okumi, which keeps the Gi neatly tucked in the Hakama even during 
practice. 100% polyester. Color is available in black and white.

USD 182

Unsharpened Practice Training 
Katana Iaido 

This Ryujin brand Iaito Samurai Katana Unsharpened Sword is a great entry level unsharpened 
iaito to practice drawing, notto, and forms. This iaito features a 65Mn Spring Steel differentially 
hardened blade and brass tsuba hand guard. This is an affordable iaito training sword that does 
not compromise on quality.

USD 200

YAGYU SHINKAGE RYU FUKURO 
SHINAI

The famous ''Shinkage Ryu Fukuro Shinai'' created by Kamiizumi Isenokami, the founder of the 
Shinkage Ryu. It is very appreciated not only by the Shinkage Ryu practitioners but also by all the 
Budoka who are interested in the traditions and history of the Japanese martial arts roots.

USD 165


